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1.

Background

The European Union Capital Requirements Directive IV sets out the regulatory framework governing the amount
of capital which must be maintained by credit institutions and investment firms. In the UK the directive has been
adopted by the Financial Conduct Authority (“FCA”) within the Prudential Sourcebook (“IFPRU”) for management
of investment firms.
The regulatory framework comprises three Pillars:
•

Pillar 1 sets out the minimum capital requirements that a firm is required to meet;

•

Pillar 2 requires the firm to assess the amount of capital that would be adequate to cover the risks that
the firm has or may be exposed to (Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process); and

•

Pillar 3 requires the firm to disclose its risk management strategies, policies and processes, capital
resources, capital requirements and the firm’s approach to assessing capital adequacy.

The purpose of this document is to provide the Pillar 3 disclosures required by the directive. The requirements
provide for the omission of one or more of the required disclosures if such information is considered to be
immaterial, proprietary or confidential.
KKR Capital Markets Limited (“KCML” or the “Firm”) is a private limited company authorised by the UK FCA as a
managed IFPRU investment firm. KCML is an indirect subsidiary of Kohlberg Kravis Roberts & Co L.P. (“KKR”), a
Delaware entity, a US Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) registered investment advisor.
The activities of the firm are divided into two core lines of business:
•

Capital markets: KCML supports KKR portfolio companies and third party clients by providing tailored
capital markets services and developing and implementing both traditional and non-traditional capital
solutions for investments and companies seeking financing; and

•

Capital Raising (the Clients and Partners Group, “CPG”): KKR’s CPG activities for the EMEA region are
located within KCML for regulatory purposes. CPG assists KKR with investor relations and capital raising
globally across a range of products and fund platforms. CPG is the name of a business function within
KKR. CGP is not a legal entity

On the 24 March 2020 the Firm de-registered its activities with the FCA. On this date, the Firm’s existing principal
activity ceased, and changed to be the managing member of KKR Capital Markets Partners LLP. Due to these
changes, the Firm will no longer receive revenue from the provision of capital markets services, and instead it
will generate future income via distributions made from its subsidiary (KKR Capital Markets Partners LLP). The
activities of KKR Capital Markets Partners LLP will reflect the previous core lines of business in the Firm.
This disclosure is published on the KKR corporate website, www.kkr.com.

2.

Scope of Application

Prior to 24 March 2020, KCML was regulated by the FCA on a stand-alone basis and was not subject to
consolidated supervision. The Pillar 3 disclosures contained within this document therefore apply to KCML on an
individual basis for the period prior to 24 March 2020, unless otherwise stated.

3.

Frequency of Disclosure

The Firm publishes Pillar 3 disclosures on at least an annual basis. Given the scale and range of its operations
and complexity, the Firm currently assesses that there is no need to publish some or all of its disclosures more
frequently than annually.
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4.

Board of Directors

4.1 Board of Directors
The Firm was managed by its CEO and its Board. Mr. Mark Danzey (Member of KKR and Head of KCM Europe)
served as CEO and Chairman of the Board. As of 23 March 2020, Mr. Mark Danzey resigned and Mr. Adam Smith
was appointed as CEO and Chairman of the Board. Mr. Kevin McMahon is a member of the KCML Board and had
oversight responsibility for CPG prior to the firm’s de-registration with the FCA.
4.2 Recruitment and diversity
In considering new appointments to the Board, the Firm acknowledges the importance and benefits of diversity
(including, without limitation, by reference to the experience, background, race, culture, age and gender of any
prospective candidates) in the boardroom. It is the policy of the Firm that all appointments to the Board are
based on merit against objective criteria and with due regard to the benefits of diversity.

5.

Risk Management objective and policies

5.1 Risk management body
The KCML Board of Directors have ultimate responsibility for the wider risk management of the Firm. The Board
are responsible for implementing the Firm’s business plan and establishing its risk appetite. The Board reviews
its risk appetite determinations at least annually, including in connection with the ICAAP process.
The Board meets on a quarterly basis and at such other times as may be necessary to review, discuss and
approve matters relating to the Firm such including risk management (quarterly risk report, KCML Risk
dashboards, risk register and ICAAP review).
KKR’s Risk Officer independently reports to the Board of KCML on a quarterly basis, including reporting the results
of the Risk Appetite Statement measures.
5.2 Risk Management Framework
The KKR group operates an enterprise level risk governance framework and committee structure based on the
three lines of defence model. This approach enables independent oversight of both (i) the primary risk takers in
the business, as well as (ii) oversight of the risk and control functions that enable and advise the business on
risk optimization:
•

First line of defence: business owners are responsible for the identification and management of risks.
Oversight of KKR’s overall businesses and associated risks is executed by local and global committees
for each business line. The KCML CEO and Board of Directors are the first line of defence for KCML.

•

Second line of defence: KKR’s control functions including Compliance, Finance and Risk control and
implement risk management strategies, monitor risk management practices and their implementation,
provide independent challenge and provide reporting to (i) the business, (ii) the relevant Global or
Regional Head of their function and (iii) to the KKR Risk and Operations Committee (ROC).

•

Third line of defence: Internal Audit provides independent testing and validation of business processes
and risk management, reporting to the KKR Global Audit Committee. Internal Audit also shares its
reports with the relevant business heads, CEO and Board of Directors; the KKR ROC; and, for KCML, to
the KKR EMEA Audit, Risk and Compliance Committee (the KKR EMEA “ARC”) which is chaired by the
Chief Compliance Officer – International Markets, Mark Howard.

5.3 Risk appetite statement
Our risk management policies and processes are comprehensive and proportionate to the nature and scale of
KCML’s activities.
The risk appetite framework is discussed and agreed with the Board, and is reviewed and updated each year
based on the development of the key risks / risk profile of the Firm.
The methodology for deriving these statements is as follows:
•

Through the annual Risk Register review, the Firm identifies the material risks to achieving KCML
objectives and strategy
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•

For the material risks identified, KCML has developed a comprehensive set of risk appetite objectives
and area-specific risks

Each quarter, the KCML Board of Directors receives a complete set of risk appetite statements as well as the
KCML Risk Dashboards (which the statements feed into). These are discussed during the Board meeting and any
necessary mitigating actions agreed and assigned. Any items requiring action are monitored and tracked by the
relevant control functions and the Risk team. The Board is kept informed of meaningful developments as they
arise and/or at the next Board meeting as appropriate.
Should a risk appetite limit be reached, depending on the severity of it, the matter would also be escalated to
other key KKR and KCM business and risk management heads and to the relevant KKR global governance bodies.
Escalation is the responsibility of the CEO and the Board, and the Heads of the relevant KCML support and control
functions as applicable.
5.4 Adequacy of risk management arrangements
The Board considers that is has in place adequate and appropriate systems and controls with regards to the
Firm’s strategy and that the Firm is properly resourced and skilled, to avoid or minimise loss.
5.5 Business risk
The following risks are considered to be the most significant business risks:
a.

Revenue Generation

This represents the risk to the ability of the Firm to generate revenues in line with the business plan. The main
causes identified for potentially impacting revenue generation are:
•
•

Macro and political factors (including Brexit) capable of negatively impacting deal flow
Underwriting and syndication risk

Although the vast majority of KCML’s business is conducted on a best efforts or arrangement basis (and therefore
does not involve underwriting risk), when KCML acts as the underwriter of record the underwriting risk is
controlled and managed by ensuring that all new underwriting transactions are approved by the KCM Europe
Underwriting Committee and the KCM Capital Commitments Committee. For commitments above $100m, a
further approval by the KKR Balance Sheet Committee would be required. KCML considers the risks in its business
carefully and seeks to reduce and mitigate risks so as to ensure it maintains an appropriate capital position.
b.

Risk regarding the ability to attract and retain appropriate investors into the KKR Funds and the
management of investor relations.

To manage the risks regarding the ability to attract and retain appropriate investors into the KKR Funds and to
successfully manage investor relations, a team of individuals with solid experience in capital raising and investor
relations perform marketing activities for the KKR Funds and manages investor relationships. The performance
of KKR’s current flagship funds are top first or second quartile which gives the Board a degree of comfort that
the team will be able to continue to attract new funds and investors.
c.

Exogenous risk to the business

This represents the risk arising from exogenous shocks such as COVID-19 that we have seen manifest over the
course of H1 2020. Such a risk caused disruption to the firm, the market and the global economy as well as the
human costs – the firm’s strategy remains unchanged and our robust policies and procedures, including IT & BCP
have mitigated any material business disruption. However, the longer-term impacts on the global economy may
have a negative effect on performance of the consolidated group going forward.
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5.6 Operational risk
Operational risk includes a risk of loss resulting from inadequate or failed internal processes relating to human
resources, legal, compliance, regulatory, IT systems, financial reporting, public affairs, reputations, tax and
insurance. KCML has processes and controls in place to manage and mitigate operational risks.
5.7 Credit risk
KCML does not have material exposures to credit risk save for risk on banks with which it deposits funds.
5.8 Market (Foreign exchange) risk
The risk that changes in the value of non-sterling denominated income and expenses, and assets or liabilities,
will adversely impact the capital position of the Firm. The Firm may be exposed to risks associated with
fluctuations in exchange rates due to the fact that its revenues and expenses may be denominated in different
currencies. The Firm’s revenues and expenses are principally charged or incurred in GBP, Euros or US Dollars.
The Firm has no other market risk exposures. The Firm has gross assets of £108.9m as of 31 December 2019 of
which £103.4m relates to cash and cash equivalents. The Firm has implemented a policy to hold all material cash
balances in GBP.

6.

Capital Resources and Capital Adequacy

KCML obtained regulatory approval in 2008. For the reporting period, the Firm is a managed IFPRU investment
firm and is bound by the Capital Requirements Directive (“CRD IV”).
As at 31 December 2019, KCML’s capital resources were comprised of Tier 1 capital only, which included share
capital, a capital contribution reserve and audited accumulated profits. The Firm’s capital position as of 31
December 2019 is shown below.
Own funds
Ordinary share capital
Accumulated reserves
Shareholders’ funds per the 2019 financial statements
Own funds - Tier 1 Capital

£’000
4,050
99,946
103,996
103,996

Ordinary share capital consists of 4,050,000 ordinary shares at £1.
In addition to the Tier 1 Capital above, KCML currently has access to additional capital resources through its
direct parent company, KKR Capital Markets Holdings L.P.
7.

Capital requirements and ratios

7.1 Minimum Capital Requirements
The Firm’s overall regulatory capital requirements are determined after performing Pillar 1 capital calculations,
assessing Pillar 2 capital requirements and taking into account any Individual Capital Guidance (“ICG”) issued by
the FCA.
The calculation of Pillar 1 and Pillar 2 capital requirements allows the Firm to determine, and subsequently
monitor, the appropriate amount of capital to be held based on its risk profile.
During the financial year ended 31 December 2019, the Firm maintained surplus capital resources at all times to
satisfy its minimum capital requirements.
The Firm’s Pillar 1 capital requirement at 31 December 2019, calculated in accordance with the guidance set
under the Capital Requirements Directive, is detailed below.
Pillar I capital requirement
Operational Risk
Credit Risk
Market (FX) risk
Total

*Arising from cash at banks and fee receivables. All assets are unencumbered.
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£’000
9,140
2,085*
101
11,326

7.2 Pillar 1 Capital requirements
Operational risk
Operational risk is calculated using the basic indicator approach as 15% of average income over the last three
years.
Credit risk
Credit risk is calculated using the standardised approach whereby credit exposures in relation to institutions and
corporates are assigned a risk weighting depending on the credit quality step the are allocated using External
Credit Assessment Institutions (Moody’s & Standard and Poor). KCML’s credit risk capital requirements are
summarised as follows:

£’000
Institutions
Corporates
Total

Original exposure
108,334
540
108,874

Risk Weighted assets
25,577
482
26,059

Own funds
requirement
2,046
39
2,085

Credit risk by credit rating is summarised as follows:

£’000
Aaa to Aa3
A1 to A3
Baa1 to Baa3
B1 to B3
Caa1 and below
Unrated
Total

Original exposure
95,430
8,164
127
5,153
108,874

Risk Weighted assets
19,086
1,633
186
5,154
26,059

Own funds
requirement
1,527
131
15
412
2,085

These credit ratings are based on Moody’s ratings covering the majority of the Firm’s exposure, where Moody’s
ratings are not available the Firm used the Standard and Poor’s ratings, where available. The Firm’s policy for
assessing impaired balances is detailed in the 2019 financial statements.
‘Past due’ assets are defined as receivables which are outstanding past their contractual payment date.
Market (FX) risk
FX risk arises from foreign exchange exposures on non-sterling denominated balances held with institutions or
due from corporates, a straight 8% charge is taken on these balances. The Firm has no market risk requirements,
other than FX, as it does not hold any capital market instruments.
7.2 Pillar 2 Capital Requirements
Pillar 2 requires firms to assess the amount of internal capital they consider adequate to cover all of the risks to
which they are, or are likely to be, exposed to. It also requires firms to consider the costs associated with winding
down the Firm (orderly wind down) and various stressed scenarios.
The Pillar 2 methodology is updated and reviewed by the Board at least once annually as part of the ICAAP
process. Reports assessing of the capital resources that are relevant given the nature and level of risks and
potential risks of the Firm, are prepared for the Board. Each risk exposure is assessed using the most appropriate
technique to determine how much capital is appropriate for that particular risk.
For those risks that have impact in the future, rather than causing an immediate depletion of the capital surplus,
assessment has been made through stress testing of the impact on the financial forecasts. These scenarios are
designed to cover severe but plausible circumstances.
7.3 Capital buffers
Capital buffers include the countercyclical (CCyB) and capital conservation (CCoB) buffer and total £3.7m as at
31 December 2019. The CCyB arises as the firm had credit exposures in United Kingdom where the CCyB rate
was 1.0%. The CCoB was set at 2.500% for the year ending 31 December 2019.
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7.4 Capital ratios
The Firm’s capital ratios as at 31 December 2019 are as follows:
Ratio
Common Equity tier 1 capital ratio
Tier 1 capital ratio
Total capital ratio

8.

44.96%
44.96%
44.96%

Oversight

The Directors monitor the on-going compliance of the Firm with its capital requirements and assess the impact
on capital adequacy of each deal prior to approval. This ensures that the Firm maintains adequate capital to
cover its credit, market and operational risks at all times.

9.

Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process (“ICAAP”)

KCML conducts at least annually an internal assessment of the amount of capital that is considered adequate to
cover the risks facing the Firm’s current and future activities.
Determination of the business strategy for the Firm includes the projection of financial profitability, capital
resources and capital requirements. The key risks to which the business is or might be exposed are considered
along with the amount of capital that would be considered adequate to cover the Firm in the event that those
risks were to crystallize. In addition, the economic environment and the impact of adverse economic conditions
on the Firm’s profitability and capital position are considered, as well as the actions that management would take
in those situations.

10.

Leverage ratio

The Firm’s leverage ratio as at 31 December 2019 is 95.52% (Tier 1 capital of £103,996k as a percentage of
total leverage ratio exposures of £108,874k).
The Firm does not use leverage as an integral part of its business model and does not consider the excess
leverage to be a material risk.

11.

Remuneration Code

KCML is subject to the FCA’s rules on remuneration. The rules are contained in the FCA’s Remuneration Code
located in the SYSC Sourcebook of the FCA’s Handbook. The Remuneration Code (“the RemCode”) covers an
individual’s total remuneration both fixed and variable. KCML in line with KKR group remuneration policies offers
a fixed base salary to its employees and also a variable remuneration, which is dependent on individual and
business performance. Certain KCML representatives including the CPG group and certain support and control
personnel are employed by affiliates of KCML. In such cases such affiliate is responsible for funding their
remuneration. In certain cases KCML may reimburse certain affiliates for compensation costs.
KCML’s policy is designed to ensure compliance with the RemCode and the Firm’s compensation arrangements:
•
•
•
•

Do not encourage excessive risk taking;
Are consistent with and promote effective risk management;
Include measures to avoid conflict of interest; and
Are in line with the Firm’s business strategy, objectives and interests.

The RemCode requires authorised firms to apply principles of proportionality when establishing and applying
their remuneration policies. The FCA applies the proportionality by categorising firms into three tiers. KCML falls
into tier three and as such this disclosure is made in line with the requirement of a tier three firm.
The remuneration of the KCML Board Members is set by the Global Heads of KKR Capital Markets and the Client
Partner Group, as appropriate, in conjunction with members of the KKR Management Committee and with the
assistance of the human resource department, having regard to the principles laid out in the Firm’s Remuneration
Policy Statement and the Firm’s Conflict of Interest Policy. Similarly, remuneration for other KCML employees is
overseen by the Board, in line with the strategic guidelines and decisions of the wider KKR Capital Markets
business and the Investment, Management & Distribution Committee, with the assistance of the Human Capital
team.
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Appropriate measures are taken to ensure that Support and Control employees are not placed in a position where
their activities could be directly linked to an increase in their variable Remuneration. In addition to reporting to
KCML’s CEO, the Support and Control Employees have independent reporting lines to the Global Head of the
relevant Support and Control function who also have input to Support and Control Employee remuneration.
Remuneration is made up of fixed and variable elements. Variable remuneration is discretionary and is awarded
based on performance against a number of financial and non-financial metrics, in each case taking appropriate
consideration of all regulatory guidance, the function of the relevant employees and the impact of their actions
on the risk profile of the Firm. Variable remuneration is paid in cash and in certain cases in common units of
KKR, which may be subject to a deferral process.
For the year ended 31 December 2019, the number of Senior Management staff who are involved in the KCML
business and members of staff who have a material impact on the risk profile of the KCML business was 20
For the year ended 31 December 2019, total remuneration payable to Senior Management who spend the
majority of their time involved in the KCML business and members of staff (15 individuals) who have a material
impact on the risk profile of the KCML business was £17.2m (£2.4m fixed and £14.8m variable compensation),
a portion of which was paid by affiliates. The value of variable remuneration can be broken down as cash £7.9m
and share linked instruments £6.9m. The value of deferred remuneration awarded to these individuals during
the year totalled £4.8m. There were nine individuals who were remunerated greater than €1million in the financial
year.
The total aggregate value of remuneration for KCM members and employees is disclosed with the Firms annual
financial statements on Companies House.
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